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A summary ofthe project, to include details of
project value and benefits.

Customer Details

State if JV, and main contact information.
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Products Supplied

Duration of Project

State duration of project (start and ends date), or
if the project is still ongoing.

Customer Comments

Feedback from customer, may be used for
marketing purposes/social media posts.

Jose Chicharro

Mudtech ✔ Mudtech Tank Division

EW Rail Alliance - C8 Compound (Bletchley)
To deliver a rail link between Oxford, and Cambridge and
Ipswich, East West Rail Phase 2 will provide the first direct rail
link in more than 50 years between Oxford and Bletchley/Milton
Keynes, transforming connectivity and journey times for people
and businesses across the heart of the country.

East West Rail Alliance is a joint venture between
Atkins, Laing O’Rourke, Volker Rail and Network Rail

Various products for Concrete Washout including pH
control using pH Blue Blocks

BlueRinse Base Units and Nappy Sack Frames in
various parts of the project.
pH Blue Blocs were used for pH control for alkaline
water treatment arising from other activities.

Construction started in Spring 2020, and is due to
complete Spring 2024

‘I’m happy to report that your NappySack concrete
washout bags are performing really well in my
dewatering set up, and are removing 99% of the silt. I
will definitely consider using more of your bags in the
future, and would have no hesitation in recommending
them’ - Jose Chicharro (Volker Rail)
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Opportunities for Improvement

Are there any areas which may offer opportunities
for improving our products or services?
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Site Photos

Supply as high-res Jpegs if possible.

Design basket for simple dosing using pH Blue Blocks

